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Abstract
This paper proposes the use of Bayesian approaches with the cross likelihood
ratio (CLR) as a criterion for speaker clustering within a speaker diarization
system, using eigenvoice modeling techniques. The CLR has previously been
shown to be an effective decision criterion for speaker clustering using Gaus-
sian mixture models. Recently, eigenvoice modeling has become an increasingly
popular technique, due to its ability to adequately represent a speaker based
on sparse training data, as well as to provide an improved capture of differ-
ences in speaker characteristics. The integration of eigenvoice modeling into the
CLR framework to capitalize on the advantage of both techniques has also been
shown to be beneficial for the speaker clustering task. Building on that success,
this paper proposes the use of Bayesian methods to compute the conditional
probabilities in computing the CLR, thus effectively combining the eigenvoice-
CLR framework with the advantages of a Bayesian approach to the diarization
problem. Results obtained on the 2002 Rich Transcription (RT-02) Evaluation
dataset show an improved clustering performance, resulting in a 33.5% rela-
tive improvement in the overall Diarization Error Rate (DER) compared to the
baseline system.
Keywords: eigenvoice modeling, joint factor analysis, cross likelihood ratio,
speaker clustering, speaker diarization
1. Introduction
With the ever increasing number of TV channels and broadcasting radio sta-
tions and the continually decreasing cost and increasing volume of large storage
means, large volumes of spoken documents, such as broadcast news, are being
recorded and audio archives around the world are expanding on a daily basis.
There is hence a growing need to apply automatic human language technologies
to allow efficient searching, indexing and accessing of these information sources.
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In addition to the fundamental speech recognition technologies, other technolo-
gies such as speaker diarization are required to extract metadata that provides
information beyond the words that were spoken. The task of speaker diarization
aims to annotate an input audio stream with information that attributes tempo-
ral regions of the audio signal into their specific speakers, effectively answering
the question of “who spoke when”.
Speaker diarization systems can be useful in areas such as speaker index-
ing and information retrieval as well as assisting in speech recognition applica-
tions [13]. In information retrieval applications, a speaker diarization system
allows automatic indexing of spoken audio documents, enabling the end user
to browse the audio document by speaker. In speech recognition applications,
speaker diarization can be used to localize the instances of a specific speaker to
pool data for model adaptation, which in turn boosts transcription accuracies.
Speaker diarization hence plays an important role in automatic transcription of
broadcast news [13].
A typical speaker diarization system consists of three general modules,
namely speech activity detection, speaker segmentation and speaker clustering.
Speaker segmentation is the process of partitioning the audio data into homo-
geneous segments according to speaker identities, while the speaker clustering
stage is responsible for associating all segments belonging to the same speaker by
providing them with the same speaker label. While some modern approaches to
speaker diarization tackle the segmentation and clustering tasks simultaneously,
both of these modules are fundamental to the speaker diarization problem, and
some recent systems such as [19] still apply distinctly independent segmentation
and clustering stages. This paper will thus consider speaker segmentation and
clustering as separate stages, and will focus on the clustering task.
One of the most popular speaker clustering strategies to date involves the
use of a distance metric in conjunction with agglomerative clustering, otherwise
known as bottom-up hierarchical clustering [13]. In this approach, clustering is
performed by iteratively merging the closest pair of clusters, as determined by
some distance metric. The distance metric measures the dissimilarity between
the two clusters of interest, and the choice of an appropriate distance metric is
essential to the success of the clustering system using this approach. Various
distance metrics have been proposed in speaker diarization literature, including
the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) [3], the symmetric Kullback-Leibler
divergence [11] and the Bayes Factor [16], each with varying degrees of success.
In the LIMSI broadcast news diarization system [1], the cross likelihood ratio
(CLR) is used as a distance metric for agglomerative speaker clustering. The
CLR criterion elegantly combines the information present in both clusters of in-
terest with knowledge of the show background model. This system was the top
participant in the most recent NIST Rich Transcription broadcast news evalu-
ation, the RT-04F [4], with an average diarization error rate of 8.5% achieved
on RT-04F evaluation data [5]. The baseline system used in this paper is based
on this system.
Recently, eigenvoice modeling of speaker segments using Joint Factor Anal-
ysis (JFA) techniques has become increasingly popular in speaker recognition
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literature [9]. Compared to traditional Gaussian mixture model (GMM) based
approaches, which can potentially suffer from the lack of data caused by short
speaker segments resulting in poor quality models, eigenvoice modeling has the
advantage of being able to adequately represent a speaker with limited enrol-
ment data [7]. This is achieved by taking advantage of the highly informative
prior distribution contained in the speaker models, and using only the most
prominent eigenvoices, which account for most of the between-speaker variabil-
ity. This greatly reduces the dimensionality and hence the number of parameters
that need to be estimated [7]. JFA also has the potential to achieve improved
capture of differences in speaker characteristics, through explicit and indepen-
dent modeling of speaker and channel variations.
While earlier work on JFA modeling approaches have primarily focused on
the speaker verification task, such as in [8] and [15], increasing research efforts
are being placed on the application of eigenvoice modeling techniques in the
speaker diarization task in recent years. Speaker diarization using eigenvoice
modeling was first introduced in [2]. This system performs an online diarization
where the incoming audio stream is treated as a stream of fixed-duration time
slices. Segmentation and clustering is then performed in a causal manner, that
is, an incoming audio slice is processed on the fly without requiring the following
slices. For this approach, the detection of the speaker turns and the estimation
of the speaker models therefore require low complexity in order to cope with
audio streaming. Given an audio slice, a stream of speaker factors is computed
using a small, symmetric sliding window of about 1 second in length over each
frame of the audio slice. Segmentation and clustering is then performed using
these speaker factors.
A non-causal diarization system using eigenvoice modeling is the Variational
Bayes system, as reported in [9, 10]. Inspired by the pioneering work by Va-
lente [14], which uses probabilistic methods for speaker clustering and invokes
Variational Bayesian techniques as an approximate inference method for esti-
mating intractable integrals and posteriors, this system replaces the prior dis-
tribution on GMMs used by Valente in constructing the hierarchical generative
model, with the stronger eigenvoice and eigenchannel priors used in factor anal-
ysis based speaker recognition. This led to superior results in the diarization of
telephone conversations compared to the stream-based approach [9].
The integration of the eigenvoice modeling approach into the CLR frame-
work to capitalize on the advantage of these approaches have been shown to
be beneficial for the speaker clustering task [18]. Building on that work, this
paper proposes a Bayesian method to estimate the conditional probabilities in
computing the CLR, thus effectively combining the eigenvoice-CLR framework
with the advantages of a Bayesian approach to the diarization problem. Sec-
tion 2 presents an overview of the baseline broadcast news diarization system,
which performs speaker clustering using traditional GMM based modeling tech-
niques. Section 3 outlines the theory behind eigenvoice modeling, and reviews
the integration of eigenvoice modeling techniques into the CLR framework, as
described in [18]. Following the review, the proposed Bayesian approach to
the eigenvoice-CLR framework is detailed. Section 4 describes the system im-
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Figure 1: Baseline speaker diarization system for performance comparisons. This system is
based on the LIMSI broadcast news diarization system.
plementation, including how factor analysis models were trained. Section 5
presents the results obtained using the proposed approach on the RT-02 Eval-
uation dataset. These results are compared to the baseline system, as well as
the non-Bayesian eigenvoice-CLR approach as proposed in [18]. Section 6 pro-
vides an in-depth discussion regarding the proposed Bayesian eigenvoice-CLR
approach to speaker clustering, and Section 7 draws some conclusions.
2. Baseline system overview
The baseline system used for comparison in this paper, shown in Figure 1,
is based on the c-sid configuration of the LIMSI broadcast news diarization
system [1], which was the top participant in the most recent NIST Rich Tran-
scription broadcast news evaluation, the RT-04F [4]. In the baseline system, the
audio is first passed through a speech activity detection stage which separates
the audio into speech and non-speech regions. Bayes Factor based speaker seg-
mentation is then performed to partition the speech regions into homogeneous
speaker segments, as described in detail in [17]. This is followed by a Viterbi
resegmentation stage which aims to refine the segment boundary locations. The
set of speaker segments are then passed to the speaker clustering stages of the
system, which aim to merge the segments containing the utterances produced
by the same speaker.
Speaker clustering is performed in two separate stages, a Bayes Factor based
initial clustering stage, as detailed in [16], followed by a second clustering stage,
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which uses the CLR criterion with traditional GMM based modeling tech-
niques [1]. Both clustering stages use agglomerative clustering. As speaker
segments are still relatively short in the initial clustering stage, a multivariate
normal distribution is used to model the data, as opposed to a GMM. The
initial clustering stage merges only the closest speaker segments and is termi-
nated early, resulting in a set of underclustered nodes that are passed into the
second clustering stage, which performs further clustering using more complex
models. The termination criterion for the initial clustering stage is a thresh-
old on the Bayes Factor score, empirically tuned for optimal overall diarization
performance. The performance of the initial clustering stage is crucial to the
success of the overall diarization system, since correct clustering decisions made
in this stage will generate pure, homogeneous clusters with sufficient data to be
represented by more complex models in the subsequent clustering stage.
At the end of the initial clustering stage, the segment boundaries are refined
once more via Viterbi resegmentation. The refined segments are then passed
into the second clustering stage, which completes the clustering process using
the CLR as the decision criterion. In this clustering stage, the initial clusters
have considerably more data than the individual speaker segments passed into
the first clustering stage. GMMs are therefore used to model the more complex
distributions of data in each speaker cluster. A show background model, repre-
sented by a 128-mixture GMM, is first trained using all speech segments from
the whole show. Models for each individual speaker cluster are then obtained
via maximum a posteriori (MAP) adaptation of the GMM means from the show
background model, using data from the relevant cluster of interest. The CLR
between each pair of clusters is then calculated and agglomerative clustering is
performed, iteratively merging the closest pair of clusters until no more suit-
able merge candidates can be found. Similar to the initial clustering stage, the
termination criterion for this stage is a threshold on the CLR score, empirically
tuned for optimal overall diarization performance. The second clustering stage
produces the final diarization output, consisting of a relative, show-internal set
of speaker labels and their corresponding start and end times.
3. Incorporating eigenvoice modeling in the cross likelihood ratio
framework
This section describes how eigenvoice modeling techniques can be integrated
into the CLR framework for speaker clustering. A brief summary of the theory
behind eigenvoice modeling is first presented. The CLR criterion as a similar-
ity measure is then outlined. This is followed by a review of the non-Bayesian
eigenvoice-CLR approach, as proposed in [18]. Finally, a mathematical deriva-
tion of the proposed Bayesian eigenvoice-CLR criterion is presented. Similar
to its non-Bayesian counterpart, the proposed criterion is used directly as a
distance metric for speaker clustering.
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3.1. Eigenvoice modeling of speaker segments
As in some traditional speaker clustering approaches, eigenvoice modeling
techniques are based around the use of GMMs to model a speaker. Let C be the
number of mixture components in the GMM, and F be the dimensionality of the
feature vector. From common practice in speaker recognition, only the GMM
means are adapted during training. A GMM can therefore be conveniently
expressed as a CF ×1 supervector, obtained by concatenating the mean vectors
of each mixture component.
The eigenvoice modeling approach assumes that speaker supervectors have
a Gaussian distribution of the form
s =m+ V y , (1)
where s represents a given speaker segment model, and m is a speaker inde-
pendent universal background model (UBM) mean supervector obtained by the
concatenation of the UBM component mean vectors. V is a CF × R matrix
containing R basis supervectors in the eigenspace, often referred to as eigen-
voices. While R ≪ CF , it is assumed that the most prominent R eigenvoices
contained in V are capable of capturing most of the speaker variability. This
greatly reduces the dimensionality and hence the number of parameters that
need to be estimated, allowing adequate speaker segment models to be con-
structed from limited enrolment data. y is a R × 1 vector of speaker factors,
which characterizes a unique speaker by specifying the amount of variability
in each direction, defined by each of the R eigenvectors contained in V , that
is specific to that speaker. The speaker variability model is trained such that
y follows a standard normal distribution [6]. Overall, each unique speaker is
characterized by the speaker-dependent offset V y from the speaker-independent
UBM mean supervector m. In this framework, eigenvoice modeling of speaker
segments involves the computation of the posterior distribution of y given some
speech data x. More discussions on this can be found in Section 3.4.
While the most prominent R eigenvoices have been shown to capture most
of the speaker variability, adding a residual term Dz to the speaker model
has proven beneficial in speaker recognition literature. By providing additional
modeling power through the introduction of extra model parameters, the resid-
ual term aims to model any residual speaker variations that the speaker factor
term fails to take into account [15]. The expression for a given speaker segment
model then becomes
s =m+ V y +Dz . (2)
Channel factors will not be included in the modeling of speaker segments in
this paper as this work focuses on diarization of single-channel broadcast news
data.
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3.2. The cross likelihood ratio criterion
The CLR between two clusters, containing data xi and xj respectively, is
given in [1] as
CLR =
1
ni
log
p(xi|Mj)
p(xi|MB)
+
1
nj
log
p(xj |Mi)
p(xj |MB)
, (3)
where ni and nj are the number of frames in each cluster, p(x|M) denotes the
likelihood of the acoustic frames x given model M , and MB represents the show
background model. This symmetric similarity measure elegantly combines the
information present in both clusters of interest with the knowledge of the whole
show, in the form of a show background model, into the clustering decision.
In the CLR equation, 1
ni
and 1
nj
serve as normalization constants, in order to
compensate for the different amounts of data present in the clusters of interest.
If the speech segments present in the two clusters are produced by the same
speaker, p(xi|Mj) and p(xj |Mi) should be large, resulting in a large CLR value.
Therefore, the larger the CLR, the more evidence that the two clusters should
be merged into a single cluster, and vice versa.
The use of the CLR reported in speaker clustering literature is often adopted
for GMM based speaker modelling, such as in [1, 12].
3.3. Review of the cross likelihood ratio decision criterion using eigenvoice mod-
eling: the non-Bayesian approach
This section reviews the non-Bayesian approach to speaker clustering using
eigenvoice modeling in a CLR framework, as proposed in [18]. In order to
describe how eigenvoice modeling can be integrated into the CLR framework, it
is useful to first define some notations. Let Σ be the covariance of the speaker
independent UBM; a CF × CF block diagonal matrix consisting of diagonal
blocks Σc (c = 1, . . . , C), where Σc is the F × F diagonal covariance matrix
corresponding to the mixture component c. Let N , F and S denote the zeroth,
first and second order statistics of the speaker segment respectively, as defined
in [6]. In the case where only the speaker factor term V y is used to model the
speaker segments, and assuming that F is centred around the UBM mean, it
can be shown [6] that the log likelihood of the acoustic frames x, given model
M (in this case, the speaker factors y), can be written as
log p(x|M) =
C∑
c=1
(
Nc log
1
(2pi)
F
2 |Σc|
1
2
)
−
1
2
tr (Σ−1S)
+ y∗V ∗Σ−1F −
1
2
y∗V ∗NΣ
−1
V y , (4)
where (*) denotes the conjugate transpose. This expression can be broken down
into two parts. The first two terms are dependent only on the data present in the
speaker segment, whereas the last two terms also depend on the speaker model.
This expression is not very easy to evaluate in its current form. However, the
first two terms conveniently cancel out under the CLR formulation, due to the
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fact that each ratio making up the CLR rely on the same data. Under the CLR
criterion, log p(x|M) can hence be conveniently implemented as
log p(x|M) = y∗V ∗Σ−1F −
1
2
y∗V ∗NΣ
−1
V y . (5)
In order to use this result to construct the CLR as a decision criterion for
speaker clustering, one must substitute (5) into each relevant term on the right
hand side of (3), using the relevant data and speaker models. The end result is
shown in (6). The CLR between two clusters i and j can be written as
CLR =
1
ni
[
(yj − yB)
∗V ∗Σ−1F i −
1
2
y∗jV
∗N iΣ
−1V yj
+
1
2
y∗BV
∗N iΣ
−1V yB
]
+
1
nj
[
(yi − yB)
∗V ∗Σ−1F j −
1
2
y∗iV
∗N jΣ
−1V yi
+
1
2
y∗BV
∗N jΣ
−1V yB
]
, (6)
where Mi and Mj in (3) are represented by the speaker factors yi and yj ,
which are enrolled using the data in the clusters i and j respectively. yB is
the background speaker factors, enrolled using all speech segments from the
whole show. This expression can now be used directly as a decision criterion for
speaker clustering.
When both the speaker factors V y and the residual term Dz are used to
model speaker segments, similar derivations to the one shown above can be
applied, with V y replaced by V y +Dz. Once again, assuming F is centred
around the UBM mean, the resultant non-Bayesian CLR is given by
CLR =
1
ni
[(
(yj − yB)
∗V ∗ + (zj − zB)
∗D∗
)
Σ−1F i
−
1
2
(y∗jV
∗ + z∗jD
∗)N iΣ
−1(V yj +Dzj)
+
1
2
(y∗BV
∗ + z∗BD
∗)N iΣ
−1(V yB +DzB)
]
+
1
nj
[(
(yi − yB)
∗V ∗ + (zi − zB)
∗D∗
)
Σ−1F j
−
1
2
(y∗iV
∗ + z∗iD
∗)N jΣ
−1(V yi +Dzi)
+
1
2
(y∗BV
∗ + z∗BD
∗)N jΣ
−1(V yB +DzB)
]
. (7)
3.4. The Cross Likelihood Ratio decision criterion using eigenvoice modeling:
the Bayesian approach
This section presents a detailed mathematical derivation of the proposed
Bayesian eigenvoice-CLR criterion, using only the speaker factors to model
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speaker segments. The Bayesian eigenvoice-CLR incorporating the residual term
is difficult to derive and is outside the scope of this paper.
Computing the CLR using the expression given in (6) involves the enrol-
ment of the speaker factors y, and does not take into account the uncertainty
associated with this direct estimation of y. In order to model the uncertainty ex-
plicitly, p(x|M) can be evaluated by integrating out y using the Bayes marginal
likelihood integral. For p(xi|Mj), the integral is given by
p(xi|Mj) =
∫
p(xi|Mj ,yj)p(yj |Mj)dyj . (8)
Since the model Mj consists of the speaker factors yj , which comes from the
data contained in cluster j, namely xj , (8) can be written as
p(xi|Mj) =
∫
p(xi|yj)p(yj |xj)dyj = p(xi|xj) . (9)
In (9) above, p(xi|yj) is the likelihood of xi given yj , as given in (5).
p(yj |xj) is the prior distribution of yj , which in this case is actually the pos-
terior distribution of y after observing data xj . It can be shown [6] that the
posterior distribution p(yj |xj) is Gaussian with mean µp and covariance matrix
Σp, where
µp = L
−1
j V
∗Σ−1F j (10)
Σp = L
−1
j , (11)
where Lj is the posterior precision of y after observing data xj , given by
Lj = I + V
∗Σ−1N jV . (12)
In (12), I is the identity matrix, which represents the prior precision of y
before observing data xj . The integral given in (9) can now be written as
p(xi|xj) =
∫
p(xi|yj)N(yj |µj ,Σj)dyj . (13)
It can be shown [6] that this expression is equivalent to
log p(xi|xj) =
C∑
c=1
(
Nc log
1
(2pi)
F
2 |Σc|
1
2
)
−
1
2
tr (Σ−1Sj)
+ log
∫
exp
(
p(xi|yj)
)
N(yj |µj ,Σj)dyj . (14)
The expression given in (14) can be considered as the general case of the
Bayes marginal likelihood integral presented in Theorem 3 of [6]. In [6], a solu-
tion to this integral is derived for the specific case where the prior distribution
of y is assumed to be standard normal i.e. N(0, I). In this paper, the prior
distribution of y is N(µp,Σp), where µp and Σp are defined in (10) and (11).
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While there is currently no known closed form solution to the indefinite inte-
gral given in (14), the definite integral over the entire space (i.e. from −∞ to
+∞) is known and can be derived with the assistance of an appropriate table
of integrals. A detailed derivation can be found in the Appendix section of this
paper. The solution to the integral, in terms of µp and Σp, is given by
log
∫
exp
(
p(xi|yj)
)
N(yj |µj ,Σj)dyj =
−
1
2
log |Σp| −
1
2
log |V ∗N iΣ
−1V +Σ−1p |
+
1
2
(F ∗iΣ
−1V + µ∗pΣ
−1
p )(V
∗N iΣ
−1V +Σ−1p )
−1
(V ∗Σ−1F i +Σ
−1
p µp)−
1
2
µ∗pΣ
−1
p µp . (15)
Once again, the first two terms on the right hand side of (14) rely on the same
data, and hence cancel out under the CLR formulation. The result given in (15)
can therefore be conveniently implemented as log p(xi|Mj) in the CLR equation.
The calculation of CLR using (15) first requires the computation of µp and
Σp. In practice, computational efficiency can be improved by substituting the
relevant parts of (15) by the appropriate posterior precision matrices Li and
Lj using (10) and (11), while keeping in mind that Li = I + V
∗Σ−1N iV [6].
This eliminates the need to explicitly calculate µp and Σp. The result of this
substitution is shown in (16), which provides a mathematically equivalent and
computationally efficient way of computing log p(xi|xj).
log p(xi|xj) =
1
2
log |Lj | −
1
2
log |Li − I +Lj |
+
1
2
(F i + F j)
∗Σ−1V (Li − I +Lj)
−1V ∗Σ−1(F i + F j)
−
1
2
F ∗jΣ
−1V L−1j V
∗Σ−1F j (16)
As discussed previously, one powerful advantage of the CLR metric lies in
its ability to combine the information present in both clusters of interest with
knowledge of the show background model. In order to incorporate knowledge
of the show background model effectively, it is convenient to first calculate the
mean of the show background model, and translate the entire space to centre the
origin at the location of the background mean. The CLR can then be evaluated
in the translated space. It is worth noting that since the show background mean
is calculated using all speaker segments from the whole show, it is expected that
the value of the show background mean would lie somewhere in between the
speaker segment models. This means that the show background mean carries
useful prior information on what the speaker segments should look like. In the
translated space, the individual speaker segment models can be interpreted as
the speaker dependent offset from the show background mean.
For the calculation of log p(xi|xj) in the translated space, since V , L and Σ
are all invariant under translation, only F i and F j need to be centred around
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the background mean, via
F ′ = F −NM bg , (17)
where F ′ denotes the first order statistics after background mean translation,
and M bg denotes the background mean supervector. Equation (16) can then
be used directly to calculate log p(xi|xj) in the translated space, with F i and
F j replaced by F
′
i and F
′
j .
In the translated space, log p(xi|MB) in the CLR equation, given in (3), con-
veniently becomes log p(xi|0, I). The solution of the Bayes marginal likelihood
integral with a standard normal prior given in [6] can hence be used to directly
evaluate log p(xi|MB) in the new space,
log p(xi|MB) = log p(xi|0, I)
=−
1
2
log |Li|+
1
2
F
′∗
i Σ
−1V L−1i V Σ
−1F ′i . (18)
It is interesting to note that p(xi|0, I) can simply be expressed as p(xi), due
to the fundamental assumption made in eigenvoice modeling, that the prior is
standard normal before any data has been observed. The first ratio of the CLR
equation can hence be written as
log
p(xi|xj)
p(xi|0, I)
= log
p(xi|xj)
p(xi)
= log p(xi,xj)− log p(xi)− log p(xj) . (19)
Similarly, the second ratio of the CLR equation can also be written as
log
p(xj |xi)
p(xj |0, I)
= log
p(xj |xi)
p(xj)
= log p(xi,xj)− log p(xi)− log p(xj) . (20)
A very interesting result arises from (19) and (20); the two ratios in the CLR
equation are mathematically equivalent in the translated space. The CLR can
therefore be written as
CLR =
ni + nj
ninj
[
log p(xi,xj)− log p(xi)− log p(xj)
]
=
ni + nj
ninj
[
1
2
log |Li|+
1
2
log |Lj | −
1
2
log |Li − I +Lj |
−
1
2
F
′∗
i Σ
−1V L−1i V Σ
−1F ′i −
1
2
F
′∗
j Σ
−1V L−1j V Σ
−1F ′j
+
1
2
(F ′i + F
′
j)
∗Σ−1V (Li − I +Lj)
−1V ∗Σ−1(F ′i + F
′
j)
]
. (21)
Equation (21) can now be used directly as a decision criterion for speaker
clustering. It can be viewed as the Bayesian version of the CLR expression given
in (6).
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3.5. Interpretation of the Bayesian CLR
The interesting results presented in (19) and (20) provide a more meaningful
insight into the interpretation of the quantity which the ratios log
p(xi|Mj)
p(xi|MB)
and
log
p(xj |Mi)
p(xj |MB)
represent. It is interesting to note that in the translated space, the
Bayesian CLR essentially reverts back to a log likelihood ratio (with the excep-
tion of the normalization factor
ni+nj
ninj
), despite the fact that the general CLR
expression given in (3) was not formulated based on this theoretically optimal
criterion. The Bayesian CLR can be interpreted as the ratio of the likelihood
that the data xi and xj came from the same speaker model, over the likelihood
that they came from different speaker models. This determines whether the two
clusters of interest are more appropriately modelled by a combined model or two
separate models, and hence whether it is appropriate to merge these clusters.
The Bayesian CLR can therefore be regarded as a likelihood ratio consisting
of three parts. The first part is the
ni+nj
ninj
normalization constant, the second
part is a ratio of the determinant of the posterior precision matrix L, and the
last part is a ratio of the likelihood terms. Note that since
Li − I +Lj = I + V
∗Σ−1N jV + V
∗Σ−1N iV , (22)
(Li−I+Lj) can be interpreted as the posterior precision matrix in the combined
case, after data from both clusters i and j have been observed. Once again, the
larger the overall value of (21), the more evidence that the two clusters should
be merged.
The
ni+nj
ninj
normalization constant is responsible for the compensation of
different amounts of data present in clusters i and j. Section 6.2 provides some
discussions relating to the importance of this normalization constant and its
effect on diarization performance. The second part can be interpreted as the
Bayes uncertainty contributions, with each log |L| term providing an offset to
the corresponding likelihood term in the third part. The magnitude of this
offset represents the degree of uncertainty associated with the estimation of
the corresponding likelihood. At the beginning of the merging process, when
the amount of data present in the clusters are limited, the Bayes uncertainty
contributions are expected to be relatively significant in magnitude compared
to the likelihood part. As the merging progresses and the amount of data in
the clusters increase, the uncertainty of the likelihood estimates decrease while
the likelihood itself increases. With a large amount of data in the clusters, the
Bayes uncertainty contributions become insignificant and the clustering decision
is based primarily on the likelihood of the data.
4. System implementation
The theory developed in this paper was tested against the final clustering
stage of the baseline system which uses a traditional GMM based modeling ap-
proach with the CLR decision criterion, as well as the non-Bayesian eigenvoice-
CLR system proposed in [18]. To ensure a fair comparison, the new system is
identical to the other systems up until the final clustering stage.
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Three separate systems were implemented, two intermediate systems and a
final system. The results of the two intermediate systems were previously re-
ported in [18]. The first intermediate system, which is referred to as the “Inter-
mediate System” in [18], was implemented using eigenvoice modeling techniques
to adapt the UBM means for each speaker segment. The adapted supervectors
are then converted back to a GMM and the CLR is evaluated, as in the base-
line system. In the second intermediate system, which is referred to as the
“Final System” in [18], eigenvoice modeling of speaker segments was integrated
into the CLR framework, with and without the residual term Dz, using the
non-Bayesian CLR given in (6) and (7) respectively. In the final system, the
proposed Bayesian CLR given in (21) was used as a decision criterion for speaker
clustering. The results obtained by the final system will hence demonstrate the
overall relative improvement achieved by integrating eigenvoice modeling tech-
niques into the Bayesian CLR framework; whereas the results obtained by the
two intermediate systems will indicate how much of that improvement can be
attributed to the advantages of eigenvoice modeling over traditional GMM based
modeling approaches, and the benefits of incorporating eigenvoice modeling in
the CLR framework respectively.
In the eigenvoice modelling systems, the 512-mixture speaker independent
UBM was trained using a total of approximately 5.5 hours of speech data, ran-
domly selected from the 1996 and 1997 HUB4 English Broadcast News Corpus,
as well as the 1996 USC Marketplace Corpus. V was trained using utterances
from 1165 speakers from the same databases, each of whom have at least 60
seconds of total speech. The large amount of data used to train V ensures a
strong, highly informative prior on what the speaker model should look like.
To prevent any dominant speakers from being overrepresented, data from all
speakers with more than 5000 seconds of total speech were truncated to 5000
seconds for training. 300 principal eigenvoices were used to capture the speaker
variability. D was trained using utterances from 30 speakers, also from the
same databases, each with approximately 60 seconds of speech. In order to
maximise the potential of the residual term to model any speaker variations
that the speaker factor term fails to take into account, a disjoint set of speakers
was used to train D.
In the first intermediate system, a show background model was first adapted
from the speaker independent UBM, using all speech segments from the whole
show. Each initial cluster was then enrolled independently from the same UBM,
with and without the residual termDz in the eigenvoice modeling. This results
in a mean-adapted supervector for each initial cluster. The cluster models were
then converted back to traditional GMM’s. Since only the means are adapted,
the variances and mixture weights of the mean adapted cluster models are the
same as that of the UBM. Agglomerative speaker clustering was then performed
using the CLR criterion. As in the baseline system, p(x|M) was calculated using
the alignment scores of the acoustic frames with the associated model. In each
iteration of the agglomerative clustering process, the CLR was calculated for
each pair of potential merge candidates, and the closest pair of clusters were
merged. This process is repeated until no more suitable merge candidates can
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be found.
In the second intermediate system, eigenvoice modeling techniques were in-
tegrated into the CLR framework, using (6) and (7). The background speaker
factors yB was first enrolled using all speech segments from the whole show.
zB was estimated at the same time when the residual term was included in
the eigenvoice modeling. Each initial cluster was then enrolled, the value of
CLR calculated between each pair of clusters, and agglomerative clustering per-
formed. Once a merge is performed at the end of each iteration, a new y (and
z) was enrolled for the combined cluster using the combined data from both
merge candidates. This new cluster then becomes a merge candidate in future
iterations.
The final system can be regarded as the Bayesian equivalent of the second
intermediate system, using only the speaker factors in the modeling of speaker
segments. Once again, the background model yB was first enrolled using all
speech segments from the whole show. The show background mean supervector
M bg was then calculated using M bg = V yB , to ensure that the show back-
ground mean is also constrained to the speaker subspace. The first order statis-
tics were then centred around the background mean via (17). Agglomerative
clustering was then performed using (21) as the decision criterion.
5. Results
This section presents the results of the proposed Bayesian approach using
eigenvoice models in a CLR framework, as obtained on the NIST Rich Tran-
scription 2002 (RT-02) Evaluation dataset, and compares the results to the
baseline system described in Section 2, as well as the non-Bayesian eigenvoice-
CLR approach proposed in [18]. For the proposed Bayesian system, only the
results obtained without the residual term will be reported, as the alternative
is outside the scope of this paper. The RT-02 Evaluation dataset consists of 6
recorded broadcast news shows, each with a scorable region of approximately
600 seconds.
5.1. Performance evaluation metrics
The results obtained by all systems will be evaluated using the Diarization
Error Rate (DER) measure, as defined in [4]. The DER is the primary per-
formance evaluation metric used in the NIST Rich Transcription Diarization
tasks. It can be interpreted as the percentage of the total amount of scorable
time that is not attributed to the correct speaker, taking into account speech
detection errors. The DER is calculated via an optimal one-to-one mapping of
the reference speaker IDs to the hypothesis speaker IDs so as to maximize the
total overlap between the reference and mapped hypothesis speakers.
5.2. Diarization results
Table 1 shows the overall diarization results for each system, without the
residual termDz in the eigenvoice modeling of speaker segments. The results of
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the two intermediate systems are as reported in [18]. The “Local” results shown
are obtained by using the optimal local stopping threshold for each show in the
final clustering stage, whereas the “Global” results are obtained by using the
same optimal global threshold across all shows that produces the best average
DER, in accordance with the NIST evaluation protocol [4]. The average result
of the 6 shows is calculated based on a time weighted average according to the
amount of scorable time in each show.
As evident from Table 1, the “Global” results show an overall relative im-
provement in DER of 33.5% between the baseline system and the final system.
The results obtained by the intermediate systems can be used to determine how
much of this overall improvement can be attributed to each successive stage. The
21.6% relative improvement achieved by the first intermediate system over the
baseline can be attributed to the use of eigenvoice model adaptation of speaker
models compared to traditional GMM based modeling. Comparing the second
intermediate system to the first intermediate system, a further 10.7% relative
improvement in DER was achieved. This can be attributed to the integration
of eigenvoice modeling techniques into the CLR framework. Finally, a further
5.0% relative improvement was achieved by the final system over the second
intermediate system, by using the proposed Bayesian CLR measure. This im-
provement demonstrates the credibilty of the proposed Bayesian approach and
its ability to explicitly take into account the uncertainty involved in the direct
estimation of y, by means of marginalization. The average DER shown in Table
1 is depicted in Figure 2.
It is interesting to note that each successive system not only achieved a lower
average DER compared to the previous system when evaluated using global
thresholds, but the disparities between results obtained using local and global
thresholds were also reduced. This is due to the optimal stopping thresholds
being more similar across all shows in these latter systems. While it is worth
noting that parameter tuning on test data is generally not preferred, the robust-
ness of the global stopping threshold provides more confidence that, when the
system is tuned on a development dataset and tested on a different evaluation
dataset, a large drop in performance is less likely to occur.
Table 1: Diarization Error Rates (%) - No Residual Term
Show
Baseline Intermediate1 Intermediate2 Final
Local Global Local Global Local Global Local Global
1 12.26 21.31 10.02 13.35 7.54 7.54 9.09 9.09
2 10.58 10.58 6.51 6.51 6.19 6.51 6.19 6.19
3 1.19 1.28 0.95 1.28 0.95 0.95 1.19 1.19
4 14.77 16.05 9.44 11.61 11.61 11.61 16.21 16.21
5 3.87 6.70 4.42 6.10 4.42 5.30 4.42 5.30
6 26.18 26.18 20.87 25.59 25.24 25.59 16.68 16.68
Avg DER 11.66 13.92 8.85 10.92 9.48 9.75 9.11 9.26
Table 2 shows the overall diarization results for both intermediate systems,
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Figure 2: Comparison of average diarization error rates for each proposed system against the
baseline. The residual term is not included in the eigenvoice speaker modeling.
including the residual termDz in the speaker segment model expression, as pre-
sented in [18]. The results obtained by both intermediate systems outperformed
their counterparts shown in Table 1. This suggests that the additional mod-
elling power introduced by incorporating the residual term in the modelling of
speaker segments is beneficial for this application. When evaluated using global
stopping thresholds, the first intermediate system achieved a relative improve-
ment of 24.6% in DER over the baseline, while the second intermediate system
achieved a further improvement of 13.8% over the first intermediate system.
Overall, the second intermediate system achieved a 35.1% relative improvement
in DER compared to the baseline system. It is also interesting to note that each
successive system not only achieved a lower average DER compared to the pre-
vious system, but the disparities between results obtained using local and global
thresholds were also reduced. The average DER shown in Table 2 is depicted
in Figure 3.
6. Discussion
This section provides some discussions relating to the practical issues re-
garding the estimation of the show background mean, as well as the role of the
ni+nj
ninj
normalization constant in the CLR expression. As further analysis, the
quality of the normalized Bayes CLR is directly compared to its unnormalized
counterpart, namely the “true” log likelihood ratio. All results presented in this
section are compared to the “Global” results achieved by the final system given
in Table 1.
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Table 2: Diarization Error Rates (%) - With Residual Term
Show
Baseline Intermediate1 Intermediate2
Local Global Local Global Local Global
1 12.26 21.31 10.02 11.43 7.54 10.02
2 10.58 10.58 6.51 6.51 6.19 6.51
3 1.19 1.28 0.33 0.65 0.95 0.95
4 14.77 16.05 9.44 11.61 11.61 11.61
5 3.87 6.70 4.42 5.30 4.42 5.30
6 26.18 26.18 20.87 26.34 18.93 18.93
Avg DER 11.66 13.92 8.76 10.49 8.41 9.04
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Figure 3: Comparison of average diarization error rates for each proposed system against the
baseline. The residual term is included in the eigenvoice speaker modeling.
6.1. Background mean estimation
In the final system, the show background mean supervector was estimated
in V -space. The background model yB was first enrolled, and the background
mean supervectorM bg was calculated usingM bg = V yB . As an alternative, it
is possible to estimate the background mean supervector using relevance MAP
adapation of the UBM, using all speech segments from the whole show, and
concatenating the means of each mixture. Table 3 shows a comparison of re-
sults using the two approaches. The poorer result in the case of relevance MAP
shows that it is important to constrain the show background mean to the speaker
subspace, rather than allowing complete freedom through relevance MAP adap-
tation. A discussion of the performance difference between eigenvoice MAP and
relevance MAP can also be found in [2].
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Table 3: Comparison of Background Mean Estimation Methods
System Average Diarization Error Rate
V -space 9.26
Relevance MAP 12.99
6.2. The role of the normalization constant
From the general CLR expression given in (3), it is clear that the role of 1
ni
and 1
nj
is to normalize the number of frames in each of the individual clusters,
i and j. In the translated space, since the two ratios making up the CLR are
mathematically equivalent, the normalization constant becomes
ni+nj
ninj
, which
is essentially a single constant multiplier applied to the log likelihood ratio,
as given in (21). It is interesting to investigate the role of this normalization
constant and examine how it affects overall diarization performance.
Table 4 shows a comparison of diarization performance between the final
system and an identical system with the normalization constant removed from
the Bayes CLR criterion. Interestingly, the system performance is sensitive
to normalization, and keeping the normalization constant seems to be neces-
sary to ensure optimal performance. Ideally, the criterion used for clustering
should somehow penalize small clusters in order to favour the merge of two
large clusters, since the merging of two large clusters is more likely to be cor-
rect. This is particularly important during the early stages of the clustering
process, as erroneous merges cannot be rectified and the contaminated clusters
subsequently pollute the statistics in future merges. In the Bayes CLR, the
Bayes uncertainty terms (i.e. the log |L| terms) provide an offset to the value of
the likelihood terms, thus penalizing the smaller clusters. However, it is evident
from the results presented in Table 4 that without the normalization constant,
the Bayes uncertainty terms themselves are unable to deliver optimal perfor-
mance. One possible explanation for this observation is that, contrary to the
fundamental assumption made in this system (and in fact, in most systems re-
ported in speaker recognition literature to date), feature vectors are not strictly
independent and identically distributed (iid) random variables. This is due to
the overlap in the windows used in the feature extraction process, as well as the
fact that the feature vectors themselves are dependent on the linguistic content
of the data. Consequently, this causes the Bayes uncertainty terms to be overly
confident. As the merging progresses and the size of the clusters increase, this
over-confidence causes the Bayes uncertainty terms to become insignificant well
before they ideally should be, as well as making the likelihood terms a greater
magnitude than their fair value. This results in the lack of ability for the Bayes
uncertainty terms to sufficiently penalize small clusters without the aid of the
normalization constant.
One possible method of addressing the issue of over-confidence is to scale
the zeroth and first order statistics (N and F ) by a factor of 13 , in order to
compensate for the iid assumption regarding the feature vectors. A factor of 13
was chosen since there is an overlap of approximately 23 of the samples between
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Table 4: Effect of Normalization on System Behaviour
System Average Diarization Error Rate
Final 9.26
No Normalization 13.11
Scale N&F 12.31
consecutive feature vectors, due to the window size of 25 milliseconds and frame
advance rate of 10 milliseconds used in the feature extraction process. It also
produces the best results compared to other factors. This scaling of N and
F could therefore theoretically eliminate the need to normalize the CLR by a
factor of
ni+nj
ninj
, by assuming that due to the devaluing of the weight of the
likelihood terms relative to the Bayes uncertainty terms, the Bayes uncertainty
terms alone would be able to sufficiently penalize the smaller clusters to achieve
optimal performance. However, in practice this is not the case, as evident
from the results presented in Table 4. Despite the slight improvement, the
scaling of N and F is unable to significantly influence the behaviour of the
clustering system, which seems to be far more sensitive to normalization. This is
a practical issue; the removal of the normalization constant results in the smaller
clusters being unfairly favoured. In practice, the combined value of all Bayes
uncertainty terms is always positive, and the combined value of all likelihood
terms is always negative. When the clusters are small, the Bayes uncertainty
terms are significant compared to the likelihood terms, resulting in an overall
CLR value closer to zero. When the clusters are large, the Bayes uncertainty
terms become insignificant compared to the likelihood terms, and the overall
CLR hence becomes a large negative value in the absence of appropriate cluster
length normalization. This unfairly favours the smaller clusters, thus altering
the system behaviour.
Interestingly, when one cluster is small and the other is large, they are still
favoured over two large clusters in the absence of normalization. Let cluster i
be the large cluster and cluster j be the small cluster. In this case, the value
of p(xi|xj) is similar to p(xi|0, I), due to the small amount of data in cluster j
(i.e. having access to little prior information through observing a small amount
of prior data has very little effect compared to observing no prior data at all).
This results in an overall CLR value close to zero. On the other hand, when
both clusters are large, there is a significant difference between the values of
p(xi|xj) and p(xi|0, I). Once again, this results in a large negative value for
the overall CLR in the absence of cluster length normalization, and therefore
unfairly disfavouring the merging of the two large clusters. When cluster i
is large and cluster j is small, it is interesting to note that the value of the
normalization constant is approximately 1
nj
. This means that the value of the
normalization constant is dominated by the number of frames present in the
smaller cluster. This is intuitive, since the amount of data present in cluster
j determines how similar the value of p(xi|xj) is compared to p(xi|0, I) (i.e.
how close xj is to being non-informative). In the theoretical limit where the
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number of frames in cluster j approaches zero, the value of p(xi|xj) approaches
p(xi|0, I).
In summary, the role of the normalization constant is to penalize small
clusters, by means of individual length normalization. In practice, since the
combined value of the likelihood terms are typically larger than the combined
value of the Bayes uncertainty terms, the value of the overall CLR is generally
negative. When clusters are small, the comparatively large value of
ni+nj
ninj
pe-
nalizes the small clusters and ensures that they are not unfairly favoured over
larger merge candidates. Removing the normalization constant removes this
penalty, and fundamentally alters the system behaviour by allowing small pairs
of clusters to achieve overly favourable CLR scores. Since merges involving large
clusters are more likely to be correct, large clusters should ideally be merged
first to ensure optimal clustering performance. Despite the fact that the penalty
introduced by the Bayes uncertainty terms should theoretically ensure this be-
haviour, in practice this penalty disappears too early due to the over-confidence
arising from the iid assumption made regarding the feature vectors. It is there-
fore proposed that the normalization constant need to be used in conjunction
with the Bayes uncertainty terms for optimal clustering performance. This is
also intuitive; in the sense that removing the normalization constant means the
quantity being computed as a distance measure is no longer a valid CLR. The
results presented in this section supports the notion that despite the two ratios
in the CLR being the same in the transformed space, it does not warrant the
removal of the normalization constant, which takes into account the number of
frames associated with each cluster.
6.3. Comparison of normalized and unnormalized Bayes CLR criteria
The discussions relating to the importance of the normalization constant so
far have primarily focused on the penalty introduced by the normalization con-
stant on smaller clusters, thereby altering the order of merges, and subsequently
affecting clustering performance. This section provides some analysis aimed to
directly compare the quality of the normalized and unnormalized criteria.
The quality of the criteria were compared using the set of underclustered
nodes in the beginning of the second clustering stage. The value of the Bayes
CLR, with and without normalization, was calculated for every possible pair-
wise combination within the scorable region of each show. For each criterion, the
Bayes CLR values were ranked in descending order. A detection error tradeoff
(DET) plot was then produced to compare the quality of the criteria directly,
using correct pairwise combinations as true scores and incorrect pairwise com-
binations as false scores. The DET plot shown in Figure 4 strongly favours the
normalized criterion, as expected.
6.4. Further comments
All refinements to the Bayes CLR proposed in this section, including rele-
vance MAP background mean estimation, removing the normalization constant
and replacing the constant with a weighting factor to compensate for the high
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Figure 4: DET plot showing a comparison between normalized and unnormalized Bayes CLR
criteria for speaker clustering. The normalized criterion is strongly favoured.
levels of correlation present in short-time acoustic features, have not resulted
in improved diarization performance. However, the results presented in Section
5.2 show that the proposed Bayes CLR criterion not only outperforms the base-
line as well as the non-Bayesian system proposed in [18], it also performs the
speaker clustering task in a fully Bayesian manner. It can therefore be argued
that the proposed Bayes CLR criterion can be interpreted as a theoretically op-
timal Bayesian criterion that requires no further refinements. This is supported
by the results presented in this section, which shows that the attempts to refine
this criterion appear to be unfavourable to diarization performance.
7. Conclusions and future work
This paper proposes the use of Bayesian approaches with the cross likelihood
ratio (CLR) as a criterion for speaker clustering within a speaker diarization
system, using eigenvoice modeling techniques. Building on the previous work of
incorporating eigenvoice modeling into the CLR framework to capitalize on the
advantages of each technique, the proposed Bayesian method was shown to be
valuable in estimating the conditional probabilities in computing the CLR, thus
effectively combining the eigenvoice-CLR framework with the advantages of a
Bayesian approach to the diarization problem. The proposed Bayesian approach
produced a robust speaker clustering system which outperformed traditional
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approaches using GMM based modeling, as well as the previous non-Bayesian
approach.
Results obtained on the RT-02 Evaluation dataset show an improved clus-
tering performance using the proposed approach, leading to a 33.5% relative
improvement in the overall diarization performance compared to the baseline
system. Through the use of intermediate systems, it was also possible to deter-
mine how much of that overall improvement can be attributed to the advantages
of using eigenvoice modeling of speaker segments over traditional GMM based
modeling approaches, the advantages of integrating eigenvoice modeling tech-
niques into the CLR framework, and the benefits of estimating the CLR criterion
using the proposed Bayesian approach.
The results presented in Table 1 and 2 suggest that including the residual
term Dz in the modeling of speaker segments appears to be beneficial for this
application. As future work, it would be interesting to develop a Bayes CLR cri-
terion including the residual term in eigenvoice modeling to investigate whether
further improvements in clustering performance can be achieved. Moreover, it
is worth noting that despite the fact that the proposed CLR criterion performs
speaker clustering in a fully Bayesian, probabilistic manner, it ultimately leads
to a hard clustering assignment that cannot be undone. As future work, it would
also be interesting to investigate whether a soft clustering approach would be
feasible, using the proposed Bayes CLR criterion.
8. Appendix
This section presents the step-by-step derivation of the solution to the Bayes
marginal likelihood integral presented in (14), and arrives at the result presented
in (15).
The integral is given in (14) as
log
∫
exp
(
p(xi|yj)
)
N(yj |µj ,Σj)dyj , (23)
where the likelihood is given by
p(xi|yj) = y
∗V ∗Σ
−1
F −
1
2
y∗V ∗NΣ
−1
V y , (24)
and the prior is a k-dimensional Gaussian with mean µp and covariance matrix
Σp, given by
N(yj |µj ,Σj) =
1
(2pi)
k
2 |Σp|
1
2
exp
(
−
1
2
(y − µp)
TΣ−1p (y − µp)
)
. (25)
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Expanding the prior term and regrouping, (23) can be written as
log
∫
exp
(
p(xi|yj)
)
N(yj |µj ,Σj)dyj =
1
(2pi)
k
2 |Σp|
1
2
∫
exp
(
−
1
2
yT (V TN iΣ
−1V +Σ−1p )y
+ yT (V TΣ−1F i +Σ
−1
p µ)−
1
2
µTΣ−1p µ
)
dy . (26)
Using the identity∫
exp
(
−XTAX +XTB +C
)
dX =
√
pi
|A|
exp
(
1
4
BTA−1B +C
)
, (27)
and noting that in this case
A =
1
2
(
V TN iΣ
−1V +Σ−1p
)
(28)
B = V TΣ−1F i +Σ
−1
p µ (29)
C = −
1
2
µTΣ−1p µ , (30)
the (2pi)
k
2 term conveniently cancels out, and the solution to the integral can
be written as
log
∫
exp
(
p(xi|yj)
)
N(yj |µj ,Σj)dyj =
1
|Σp|
1
2 |V TN iΣ
−1V +Σ−1p |
1
2
exp
(
1
2
(
V TΣ−1F i +Σ
−1
p µ
)T
(
V TN iΣ
−1V +Σ−1p
)−1(
V TΣ−1F i +Σ
−1
p µ
)
−
1
2
µTΣ−1p µ
)
. (31)
Some simple algebraic manipulations then yield the result presented in (15),
log
∫
exp
(
p(xi|yj)
)
N(yj |µj ,Σj)dyj =
−
1
2
log |Σp| −
1
2
log |V ∗N iΣ
−1V +Σ−1p |
+
1
2
(F ∗iΣ
−1V + µ∗pΣ
−1
p )(V
∗N iΣ
−1V +Σ−1p )
−1
(V ∗Σ−1F i +Σ
−1
p µp)−
1
2
µ∗pΣ
−1
p µp (32)
as required.
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